Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) provide best practice solutions for common or recurring ontology design problems. This work focuses on Content ODPs. These form small ontologies themselves and thus can be subject to ontology quality metrics in general. We investigate the use of such metrics for Content ODP evaluation in terms of metrics applicability and validity. The quality metrics used for this investigation are taken from existing work in the area of ontology quality evaluation. We discuss the general applicability to Content ODPs of each metric considering its definition, ODP characteristics, and the defined goals of ODPs. Metrics that revealed to be applicable are calculated for a random set of 10 Content ODPs from the ODP wiki-portal that was initiated by the NeOn-project. Interviews have been conducted for an explorative view into the correlation of quality metrics and evaluation by users.
INTRODUCTION
In most engineering disciplines, quality is considered an essential factor for acceptance of technologies and solutions, for efficiency of the processes and for robustness and usability of products. With an increasing use of ontologies in industrial applications, standards, procedures and metrics for quality assessment of ontology construction processes and the artifacts produced during these processes also gain of importance. Although considerable efforts have been spent on developing ontology assessment and evaluation approaches, including metrics and ways to measure quality (cf. Section 2.3), generally accepted practices for industrial use are still missing.
The objective of this paper is to contribute to quality ontologies by focusing on ontology design patterns and ways to determine their quality. Ontology design patterns (ODP) have been proposed as encodings of best practices (cf. Section 2.2) supporting ontology construction by facilitating reuse of proven solution principles. This paper focuses specifically on Content ODP and on investigating the transferability of ontology quality metrics to Content ODP. The long term objective is to create an instrument for quality assurance in practice, i.e. the main intention is not to develop new fundamental knowledge about ODP characteristics and measurement options, but to rather evaluate how to transfer metrics from the ontology area and what metrics to transfer. Research results presented in this paper are based on a research process with two phases. In the first phase, we conducted a literature research in the area of metrics for assessing ontology quality. The results of this step are summarized in section 2.3 and section 3, respectively. The second phase consisted of a two-step evaluation of the ontology metrics identified in the literature analysis. During the first step, we investigated whether it is feasible to apply the metrics for content ODP, i.e. to use the measurement procedures defined for a metric and determine the actual value for a given set of patterns. The set of patterns used consisted of 10 randomly selected patterns from the ODP portal. If it was possible to calculate the metric value, we furthermore took into account whether metric values were significant for differentiating between different ODP, i.e. for large ontologies a metric value may well characterize an ontology, but for small ODP the same metric may always show very similar or identical values, which are unlikely to help differentiating quality. In the second step, we only considered those metrics that passed the feasibility test during the first step. In a controlled experiment, the quality indicated by the metric value was contrasted with the perception of ontology engineers, i.e. do "measured quality" and "perceived quality" match?
The contributions of this paper are (1) the evaluation of a selected set of ontology metrics regarding their applicability for content ODPs and (2) the perception of ontology engineers regarding applicability and usefulness of promising metrics.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of research in the area of Content ODPs and ontology evaluation. We discuss possible quality metrics and their calculation in section 3. The metrics that qualify for Content ODPs are validated by a survey which we describe in section 4. Section 5 aggregates our findings and gives a outlook on future research needs.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Relevant background for this paper includes knowledge patterns (section 2.1), ontology design patterns (section 2.2), and approaches for quality assurance of ontologies and ODP (section 2.3).
Knowledge Patterns
The term knowledge pattern has been explicitly defined by Clark, Thomson and Porter in the context of knowledge representation (Thompson et al., 2000) . They define "a pattern as a first-order theory whose axioms are not part of the target knowledge-base, but can be incorporated via a renaming of the non-logical symbols" (Thompson et al., 2000, p.6) . The intention is to help construct formal ontologies by explicitly representing recurring patterns of knowledge, so called theory schemata, and by mapping these patterns on domain-specific concepts. Staab, Erdmann and Maedche (Staab et al., 2001 ) investigated the use of so called "semantic patterns" for enabling reuse across languages when engineering machineprocessable knowledge. Semantic patterns consist in this approach of one description of the core elements independent from the actual implementation and for each target language a description that allows for translating the core elements into the target language. The structure of the informal description consists of eight elements, which resemble the elements of design patterns (e.g. name, intent, motivation, structure, etc.); the translation into a language includes translation mapping, samples, applicability and comments. Compared to knowledge patterns, semantic patterns try to separate engineering knowledge from languagespecific implementations instead of theories from domains they are applied in. Knowledge formalization patterns have been proposed by Puppe as rather simple templates proven in practice for the (mass) formalization of knowledge (Puppe, 2000) . Puppe puts a lot of emphasis on proven problem solving methods, which uncover implicit knowledge of experts. Knowledge formalization patterns consist of well-defined problem solving methods, a graphical notation, and simple-to-understand mental model.
Ontology Design Patterns
In a computer science context, ontologies usually are defined as explicit specifications of a shared conceptualization (Gruber, 1993) . Due to the increasing use of ontologies in industrial applications, ontology design, ontology engineering and ontology evaluation have become a major concern. The aim is to efficiently produce high quality ontologies as a basis for semantic web applications or enterprise knowledge management. Despite quite a few well-defined ontology construction methods and a number of reusable ontologies offered on the Internet, efficient ontology development continues to be a challenge, since this still requires a lot of experience and knowledge of the underlying logical theory. Ontology Design Patterns (ODP) are considered a promising contribution to this challenge. In 2005, the term ontology design pattern in its current interpretation was mentioned by Gangemi (Gangemi, 2005) and introduced by Blomqvist and Sandkuhl (Blomqvist and Sandkuhl, 2005) . Blomqvist defines the term as "a set of ontological elements, structures or construction principles that solve a clearly defined particular modeling problem" (Blomqvist, 2009) . Ontology design patterns are considered as encodings of best practices, which help to reduce the need for extensive experience when developing ontologies, i.e. the well-defined solutions encoded in the patterns can be exploited by less experienced engineers when creating ontologies. The area of ODP research is closely related to reusable problem solving methods (Puppe, 2000) and knowledge patterns (Thompson et al., 2000) (Section 2.1). Different types of ODP are under investigation, which are discussed in (Gangemi and Presutti, 2009) 
Quality Assurance of Ontologies and ODP
Work in the area of quality assurance for ontologies and ODP includes different perspectives, such as the quality of the ontology or ODP as such, the quality of the process of ontology construction, and tools supporting the ontology engineer in achieving high quality. From the tool perspective, there are tools for the identification of the origin of inconsistencies or unexpected entailments (Horridge et al., 2009 ) using reasoners. Such logical errors are clear-cut and easily identifiable. However, content errors are often harder to detect, and their consequences often show only in the usage situation. A line of work attempting to detect content errors has focused on rendering ontology axioms by translating them into natural language. Examples are the GALEN project (Baud et al., 1997) and the generation of natural language sentences by Duque-Ramos et al. (Duque-Ramos et al., 2011) which encompasses class definitions and entailments. The quality assessment of the ontology construction process has received less attention than the assessment of tools and ontologies as such (Gorovoy and Gavrilova, 2007) . From a process perspective, there is an approach of using workflow diagrams for formalizing the ontology construction process. The workflow support translating upper-level axioms and metaproperties (Guarino and Welty, 2009 ) into decision trees that interactively guide an incremental ontology construction process (Seyed, 2012b) (Seyed, 2012a) . The quality assessment of ontologies as such has been subject of many research activities (Vrandečić and Sure, 2007) , but the quality criteria vary considerably between different approaches and often address structural, logical, and computational aspects of ontologies. Furthermore, metrics originating from software quality evaluation have been investigated (DuqueRamos et al., 2011) . Many of the metrics which have been proposed during last years lack an empirical validation in a large number of cases, i.e. what metrics value can be considered as "good" or as "bad" often has not been defined due to an insufficient number of reported applications. Besides approaches like (Maedche and Staab, 2002 ) that suggest a gold standard for reference, an ontology content evaluation is poorly feasible for tool support. Thus, we focus on structural metrics and their validation. The work of Gangemi et al. has been chosen as a starting point. Among others things, they suggest structural and usability metrics that can be calculated automatically. Additionally, a rough idea of "bad" and "good" values is given.
METRICS CALCULATION
In order to evaluate and to compare the quality of ontologies, formally defined metrics are an instrument of choice. They allow for automated or semi-automated metrics calculation. Gangemi et al. define such metrics based on a metaontology O 2 . It leads to three measure types for ontology evaluation :
• Structural Measures: focusing on syntax and formal semantics.
• Functional Measures: focusing on the relation between the ontology graph and its intended meaning.
• Usability-profiling Measures: focusing on the context in which an ontology is used. The report by Gangemi et al. collects concrete metrics for all three types of measures together with their meaning, calculation rules, and relationships. Functional measures require expert knowledge in the ontology domain. The ODPs that are used for our investigation may be understandable based on common knowledge. But when it comes to questions regarding the completeness and accuracy of modeled concepts more than common knowledge is necessary. Thus, we discuss structural and usabilityprofiling measures only.
Structural Measures
Structurally seen, an ontology is a graph whose nodes and arcs represent concepts. Structural measures mainly refer to the syntax of the ontology graph. Sometimes, formal (abstract) semantics is in focus. However, formal semantics can also be considered as additional syntax. Intended meaning, semantics and context are not referred to by such measures.
Concrete metrics measure topological and logical properties (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 8) . In general, depth and breadth metrics count isa-or subclass-of relationships respectively. Density metrics in contrast count all other relationships. A common representation of a metric is given by:
D identifies the dimension to be measured. Hence, it is the graph property of interest. The set of graph elements is represented by S. The measuring procedure mp is the calculation rule for the respective metric.
The coefficient of measurement c allows adjustments for different measurement contexts.
Measuring structural metrics is usually based on counting. Thus, it relates natural number to a set of graph elements (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 10) . In order to make such measuring procedures applicable, common element sets are defined and identified by symbols 1 .
Gangemi et al. collected 31 structural metrics together with measuring procedures. Additionally, density and degree distribution are mentioned for completeness (Gangemi et al., 2005, pp. 17, 21 -22) . The latter two do not seem to be applicable for ODP, because as statistical metrics they rely on a large set of elements which is in contradiction to the idea of design patterns.
Usability-profiling Measures
The usability-profiling metrics aim at the ontology profile. The ontology profile is a set of ontology annotations which contains metadata about the ontology and its elements with regard to ontology use and development. This includes structural, functional and user-oriented information. Gangemi et al. distinguish in (Gangemi et al., 2005, pp. 36 ) three analytical levels of information:
Recognition Annotations describe objects, actions, and options. The goal is a complete documentation that guarantees effective access. Ontology structure, function, and life cycle can be described by annotations. We focus on life cycle annotations which contain information about provenance, employed methods, versioning, and compatibility.
Efficiency Annotations support the cost-benefitcalculation in the use of ontologies.
Interfacing Annotations describe the alignment of an ontology to an user interface. If there is a strong connection between ontology context and ontology representation such annotations can be helpful.
Possible metrics of usability-profiling are presence, completeness, and reliability of all three kinds of annotations.
Selection of Content ODPs
The following ten Content ODPs from the ODP wiki portal 2 that was initiated by the NeOn-project are the base for our further discussion: (1) AgentRole, (2) Classification, (3) Componency, (4) Constituency, (5) Description, (6) GearWaterArea, (7) RoleTask, 1 see (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 10) for reference 2 http://ontologydesignpatterns.org (8) SpeciesConditions, (9) Tagging, and (10) TimeIndexedPersonRole.
The patterns have been chosen by applying a pseudo random number generator. Intuitively, they have different qualities and different applications. The graphs provided by the OntoGraf-plugin of Protege 3 have been used for metrics calculation. Figure 1 shows the structure all ten patterns.
Structural Metrics
Out of the 31 structural metrics proposed by Gangemi et al. 19 have been calculated for the selected Content ODPs. The following table gives an overview of the metrics and their applicability to Content ODPS.
The X marks the metrics that could be calculated for the Content ODPs. Brackets indicate that there is only limited applicability. We now discuss details and issues of the metrics calculation.
Depth and breadth metrics are based on a directed graph and only count isa-arcs (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 11) . The first use the cardinality of the paths from the root to the respective leafs. The latter use the cardinality of the several hierarchy levels or generations as well. Already the calculation of these simple metrics has to cope with unclear calculation procedures. In general, OWL classes are specializations of the Thing concept. Thus, Thing is the root node in any ontology. According to (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 10) , ROO ⊆ G is the set of all root nodes while G is the node set of the graph. However, taking the Thing concept into account, each graph has only one root node. There are also representations of Content Calculation in Gangemi's report is based on outgoing and incoming isa -arcs. These relationships are shown as has-subclass -arcs in Protege. In consequence, the arrows aim to the opposite directionincoming isa -arcs express the same as outgoing hassubclass -arcs and vice versa.
For better comprehension, the term has-subclassarc is used for the remainder of this paper. The tangledness metric(M7) now has an adapted formula: m = n G t ∈G∧∃a 1 ,a 2 (has subclass(a 1 ,m)∧has subclass(a 2 ,m))
In contrast to the original, isa(m, a 1 ) has been replaced by has subclass(a 1 , m), and isa(m, a 2 ) by 4 see http://ontologydesignpatterns.org has subclass(a 2 , m). n G is the number of nodes within the graph.
According to Gangemi et al. (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 12) , the tangledness metric counts the multihierarchical nodes of the graph. This term generally points at the poly-hierarchy. Hence, it aims at concepts that have more than one superclass. However, the metrics description in Gangemi's report refers to nodes that have more than one incoming isa -arc or as stated before, that have more than one outgoing hassubclass -arc. This holds for all father nodes (including the root-node) that have more than one child. Since the formula is given correctly and it counts incoming has-subclass -arcs in the denominator, we assume that there is just a mistake in Gangemi's metric description.
Another problem occurs if the node set defined for the denominator is empty. Hence, there is no node with multiple incoming has-subclass -arcs within the graph. The metric would have an undefined value. Additionally, intuition expect higher values of tangledness for more complex graphs. Thus, denominator and numerator should be switched. The following formula is used:
Due to the small number of concepts in ODPs and the seldomness of poly-hierarchical nodes, tangledness is applicable to ODPs conditionally only. The metrics of fan-outness and sibling fan-outness fit almost completely to ODPs. M17-M21 are exceptions. The two first of them aim at practices that are substituted by different ones in OWL (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 16 ). The two 5 latter of them give useful results only for large ontologies.
No formula has been given for density. Thus, it is not further investigated. Additionally, its description suggests that this metric is only applicable to large ontologies. The metrics M22-M26 do not seem to be applicable as well. This is mainly due to the small number of different concepts with ODPs.
The cycle ratio (M27) is calculated by division of the absolute depth of cyclic paths and the absolute depth (M1). Only three out of the ten ODPs contained cycles. Therefore, this metric is considered to be applicable conditionally only. The metrics of logical adequacy include has-subclass -and conceptual -arcs according to Gangemi et al. (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 18) . Therefore, we counted a cycle if a start at the Thing-node was possible with respect to the arc direction and if also a path back to that concept existed 6 . For an example we refer to the Description ODP which is shown in figure 2 . There is only one cycle, starting at Thing, via Description, over one of the two existing arcs to Concept and back again to Thing.
The absolute depth of this cycle path is three. The absolute depth of the graph is four. In consequence, the cyclic ratio is 0.75. The inverse relations ratio (M28) and the class/relations ratio (M29) had different values for different ODPs. Therefore they seem to be applicable for the evaluation of ODPs.
Measurement of Axioms (M30) is only reasonable if the number of axioms differs from the number of relations. Hence, if there are additional rules within the ontology. This is not the case for the selected ODPs. Individuals (M31) could not be found as well. The meta-consistency ratio (M32) includes functional aspects and is out of focus. Table 2 shows the calculated values for all applicable structural metrics and the selected Content ODPs. Significant differences between the calculated values can be seen, because of the diversity of the ODPs in structure and size. If concepts are constructed similarly there are small or simply no differences in the values.
Usability-profiling Metrics
Out of the three types of annotations that have been identified earlier, only recognition annotations can be found in the ten selected ODPs. In consequence, they are the only existing base for usability-profiling metrics. Gangemi et al. suggest presence, completeness, and reliability for possible metrics. In our setting (cf. section 4) it is difficult to assess completeness and reliability. Therefore, we are restricted to the number of recognition annotations as usability-profiling metric. Table 2 shows the results of this metric for the ten selected ODP. In the first place, this metric provides only information about documentation quality of the respective ODP. Usability for an human user is addressed indirectly at the best. A comprehensive documentation may be helpful, but this metric seems to have shortcomings with respect to usability measurement.
A SURVEY FOR METRICS VALIDATION
While the selected metrics allow to describe the characteristics of Content ODPs and to distinguish Content ODPs with respect to these characteristics, in order to evaluate Content ODPs, desired characteristics or an preferential order for metrics values has to be determined. Gangemi et al. (Gangemi et al., 2005, pp. 39) provide principles that may be important in project context for ontology evaluation. Each principle is based on a set of metrics that have impact on the fulfillment of the respective principle. Furthermore, the kind of impact is roughly expressed. Gangemi et al. look into ontology use in general. In our case, the intention behind the idea of ODPs is the starting point. There is a strong focus on reuse and adaptability. ODPs should present best practices and should be accessible by a large number of nonexpert users. Thus, user centered aspects like clarity and understandability are important. For example, Gangemi's principle of "cognitive ergonomics" aims in the same direction.
In order to investigate how the defined metrics correlate with the fulfillment of desired principles, a survey has been done. In this survey users evaluated selected Content ODPs with respect to • Clarity: Recognition of all concepts, relationships, and their correspondences • Understandability: Comprehension of all concepts, relationships, their correspondences, and their meaning • Adaptability to a given use case (The users got the task to adapt the respective pattern prior to evaluation) • Reuseability: for example as a part of a larger pattern
Setting
We had twelve participants within the survey. All of them were students in the MSc "Business Informations Systems"-program. The participants were familiar with the purpose, the syntax, and semantics of ontologies and ontology graphs respectively. However, the concept of ODPs had been introduced to them briefly in conjunction with the survey. The evaluation of the four criteria (Clarity, Understandability, Adaptability, and Reusability) based on an ordinal scale containing the values 1 (very good), 2 (good), 3 (satisfactory), 4 (fair), and 5 (unsatisfactory).
In order to have a certain proof that different metric values correlate with differences in user rating, the participants have been divided into two groups. The test group has been interviewed about ODPs that show different metric values. The average variation coefficient of the applicable metrics for the selected ODPs is 0.65.
The control group has been interviewed about ODPs that show minor differences in metric values. Here the average variation coefficient is 0.22 here. The concrete selections are: Looking into metrics calculation, some correlation reveals. For example, the "small" pattern "Componency" generally shows smaller metric values in comparison to the other two patterns. Since it got the best marks in user evaluation this makes evidence that small metric values correlate positively with all four criteria. Gangemi et al. formulated a similar correlation for the principle of "cognitive ergonomics", namely for depth, breadth and tangledness metrics (Gangemi et al., 2005, p. 40) .
However, this correlation cannot be seen independently from other metrics. The "Time Indexed Person Role" pattern shows the worst metrics in Figure 3 : user evaluation of selected ODPs. Scale: 1 (very good), 2 (good), 3 (satisfactory), 4 (fair), and 5 (unsatisfactory) terms of depth and breadth, but it's clarity has been evaluated significally better by the users than the clarity of "Species Condition". This is due to the higher complexity and number of relationships within the "Species Condition" pattern. The lowest class/relations ratio shows this circumstance in terms of metrics. This also supports the correlations for "cognitive ergonomics" suggested by Gangemi et al. They refer to class/property ratio which seems to be synonymous with the class/relation ratio. In general, it seems that the number of relations per concept limits the influence of breadth, width, or simply the number of concepts on user rating.
In order to identify candidate metrics for automated ontology evaluation with respect to the four formulated principles, we've calculated correlation coefficients r for each metric and the average user ratings per principle. Based on the setting (n = 3 evaluated patterns in the test group) and an error probability of α = 10%, there is a threshold of |r| ≥ 0.9511 using a one side test against the hypothesis of no existing correlation H 0 : ρ = 0. Table 3 shows the significant correlations according to the proposed correlation test. Interestingly, there are metrics (M11, M27) that show correlation with clarity only while other metrics (M6, M8, M16) correlate with all of the other principles. The previously discussed class/relation ratio lies with a correlation coefficient of -0.86 below the chosen threshold.
The control group gave quite similar ratings for the patterns with similar metric values (see figure 3) . This additionally supports the hypothesis that user evaluation results correlate with the metric values. Further evidence is given by the average variation coefficients of the average user ratings. It is 0.35 for the test group and only 0.13 for the control group.
Limitations
Generally, the number of evaluated patterns and the number of participants should be increased in order to increase the significance level.
Additionally, an outlier had to be removed from the results. The ratings of the respective person differed very much from all other ratings. We assume that this participant misinterpreted the rating scale or that there was a lack of motivation which resulted in less accuracy. However, this outlier was in the control group and thus our interpretation of the metrics correlation has not been influenced.
The selection of patterns for the survey may also be seen critically. We selected the patterns based on our assumption which of them are accessible and understandable by participants who aren't domain users. Additionally, the sequence of patterns in the evaluation process has not been randomized. However, there was no evidence of a learning effect during the evaluation of patterns. The componency pattern for example was evaluated in both groups. At first position in the test group and at second position in the control group. It showed better evaluations in the test group. Considering learning effects, one would intuitively expect the opposite.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The goal of this work was to investigate the possibility to apply ontology quality metrics on Content ODPs and to validate such metrics. Table 3 as a result shows metrics that can be calculated for Contend ODPs and that have a significant correlation with engineering principles. Additionally, we found some ambiguities in metric calculation procedures that need to be considered in order to make metric based quality statements comparable. For future work, the points listed in section 4.3 need to be addressed. Furthermore, it seems to be worthwhile to investigate correlations between metrics and user ratings in more detail. The validation of additional metrics may be worthwhile too. A tool support for the selected metrics seems to be desirable for both, practice and further research.
